Article IV.--On Inflammation. By Gr Nothing of much moment has been added to Mr Lister's observations, and although the line of research indicated by that author remains one of the most promising, it has been comparatively neglected. This may at first sight seem strange, as the examination of tlie pigment in the web of the frog's foot is simple enough, "but I believe it is to be accounted for by the fact that there underlies this subject one of the most difficult and vital points j in histology.
When the web of a frog's foot is examined under the microscope, it is found to contain numerous masses of black pigment. The pigment may be concentrated in isolated circular dots, or form an unbroken network.
In the former condition, the skin when looked at by the naked eye appears pale, in the latter dark. Between the concentrated and diffused conditions all possible intermediate stages can be observed. In, or on, the edge of the central mass of pigment a large oval nucleus is frequently to be seen. Hence these bodies have been believed to be cellular, I and have been known as pigment or chromatophorous cells. When they passed from the diffused or intermediate stellate form i to that of round isolated bodies, this was (and is I suppose still by most authorities) regarded as being produced by a retraction of cell processes, and when they again became diffused, the processes were believed to project until they met and ran together. Here, it was natural to suppose, is an excellent opportunity of studying the changes that take place in cells under different influences.
But Mr Lister came to another conclusion regarding these appearances.
He found [loc. cit., p. is formed.
In the inflamed cornea I have in the walls of newly-forming vessels isolated colourless blood cells in all stages, from that of the normal appearance to a fully developed epithelial cell. After the very first changes, the cell can only be seen with difficulty. It loses its granular appearance, and acquires a similar refractive power to that of the tissues amongst which it is placed, and can only be detected by the application of very special methods. From the wall of young vessels I have further isolated cells, in transition from colourless corpuscles to the cells of unstriped muscle.1
In the interfascicular spaces, the enlarged spindle cells, which I have described as one of the inflammatory changes, can be gener-ally seen before the blood-current enters them. The escape of small rounded bodies from these ceils produces an appearance of vacuolation. But this vacuolation is not a vital process connected either with the development of the cell or the growth of the vessel.
In the wall of the vessel colourless blood cells elongate and form the spindle cells, which can be afterwards found as minute cellular elements, with fine connecting fibres in the developed tissue.
The development of spindle cells into epithelium, which has been described in bloodvessels by Golobew, is not proven. I have never observed it, and as I find that the spindle cells persist as spindle cells, and that the epithelium is developed from lymphcorpuscles, I believe that it is unnecessary to conclude that there is any other mode of formation. Similar facts and arguments apply to other forms of connective tissue.
Observers who have shown that in processes of development in different organs, a diminution of size and disappearance of spindle cells coincide with the development of epithelium, have endeavoured to connect the two processes by supposing that the epithelium was produced by a change in the spindle cells. But the proof is incomplete. The transition has never been shown, and if appropriate methods are applied, I believe that it will be always possible to discover the shrunken spindle cell persisting as a spindle cell. With the disappearance of the granular protoplasm, it had ceased to be visible by the ordinary methods of observation.
The development of bloodvessels in inflamed tissue is similar to that which can be followed in foetal and young tissue; and to make the theory I have explained more easily intelligible, I append a woodcut, which represents the formation of a capillary bloodvessel as observed in the mouse foetus.
In this figure, between [APRIL them to apply these methods for themselves, I feel sure that, whether they see reason to confirm all that I have written or not, they will not fail to contribute something towards our knowledge of the tissues in health and in disease.
I have still in my possession preparations illustrating many of the points which I have discussed, and it will give me pleasure to demonstrate them to any one interested in the subject.
